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+ GREAT VALENTINE GIFT! + Almost
1000 hilarious & inspiring definitions,
quotations, verses and sayings about
LOVE! + the ultimate collection + great
sayings that will give you inspiration What
is love was the most searched question in
Google in 2014. That asks for an
explanation. We already know that love is
actually a powerful neurological condition
like hunger or thirst, only more permanent.
Our brain can release a whole set of
chemicals:
pheromones,
dopamine,
norepinephrine,
serotine,
oxytocin
However,
from
an
evolutionary
perspective, love is more like a survival
tool. At his best love, all love and romance
is a kind a passionate commitment that we
nurture and develop, even though it usually
arrives in our lives unbidden. That is why it
is more than just a powerful feeling. Love
and romance is the driver for all great
stories. But what do the people of the
world really think about love? In this Love
quotes ultimate collection book we tried to
bring
together
all
the
best
quotes/definitions, sayings and verses
about love that people have used during the
years. So I am sure after reading this book
you will have a good understanding what
LOVE and ROMANCE really is! (And of
course you will also have a good laugh
sometimes)
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wouldnt be nearly the person I am now. . 26 Quotes That Will Inspire You To Make 2016 Your Best Year Yet (Photos).
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